
Formal Veri�cation of Conict DetectionAlgorithmsRicky Butler1, V��ctor Carre~no1, Gilles Dowek2, and C�esar Mu~noz31 Assessment Technology Branch, Mail Stop 130, NASA Langley Research CenterHampton, VA 23681-2199fr.w.butler,v.a.carrenog@larc.nasa.gov2 INRIA, Domaine de Voluceau - Rocquencourt - B.P. 105,78153 Le Chesnay Cedex, Francegilles.dowek@inria.fr3 ICASE, Mail Stop 132C, 3 West Reid Street, NASA Langley Research CenterHampton VA 23681-2199munoz@icase.eduAbstract. Safety assessment of new air tra�c management systems isa main issue for civil aviation authorities. Standard techniques such astesting and simulation have serious limitations in new systems that aresigni�cantly more autonomous than the older ones. In this paper, wepresent an innovative approach for establishing the correctness of con-ict detection systems. Fundamental to our approach is the concept oftrajectory, which is described by a continuous path in the x-y plane con-strained by physical laws and operational requirements. From the modelof trajectories, we extract, and formally prove, high level properties thatcan serve as a framework to analyze conict scenarios. We use the AILS(Airborne Information for Lateral Spacing) alerting algorithm as a casestudy of our approach.1 IntroductionDue to rapid growth in air travel, air tra�c congestion has become an inter-national problem and it is expected to worsen in the next two decades. Manyconcepts have been proposed to alleviate this problem. In many of these concepts{ such as free-ight [9]{, the responsibility for aircraft separation is partially orcompletely moved from a centralized air tra�c controller to a distributed air-craft system. The consensus in the avionics community is that the distributionwill increase the e�ciency of the air space system and terminal areas. However,a major concern of engineers, scientists, and civil aviation authorities is that theimplementation of new approaches may compromise the overall system safety.In the avionics community, testing and simulation are the standard methodsfor assuring the safety of digital systems. For instance the Airborne Informationfor Lateral Spacing (AILS) algorithm [10] - a conict alerting algorithm used forparallel landing without control of the tra�c controller authorities - has beenextensively simulated and tested. So far, no major aws have been detected.



However, neither testing nor simulation can give a de�nitive answer to questionssuch as: \Does there exist a trajectory leading to a conict without an alarmbeing issued?" or \What is the safety time between a conict and a prior conictdetection?"Given the critical nature of the problem, we believe that such analysisshould be mechanically checked via a theorem proving system, such as PVS, orother automated proving techniques, e.g., model-checking.Programs that are used for the monitoring and control of physical devicesare constantly interacting with the physical world. The speci�cation of suchprograms cannot usually be expressed as a mere input/output relation, but alsoinvolves concepts related to the physical environment where they are deployed.Hence, proving the correctness of such a system requires reasoning not only aboutthe system itself, but also about its physical environment. For instance, to provethat a conict detection algorithm does not allow conicts without �rst issuingan alarm, we need to reason not only about the properties of the algorithm butalso about the properties of the trajectories of the aircraft.An air tra�c control system, such as a conict detection algorithm, is a hy-brid system. It consists of simultaneous discrete and continuous behaviors. Thediscrete behavior is inherent to the algorithmic implementation on an embeddeddigital computer. Whereas, the continuous behavior arises from the kinematicsof the aircraft. It is, of course, possible to discretize the continuous trajectory ofan aircraft, approximating it by discrete segments of trajectories. Discretizationof continuous trajectories allows the de�nition of trajectories by a transitionrelation. This way, the property we want to prove can be rephrased as a �-nite state automaton reachability property and it can be established by modelchecking and/or formal theorem proving. More or less complex extensions tothis approach have been often used in the literature to model air tra�c controlproblems (for a list of works, see [11]). These techniques have been shown tobe e�ective for modeling systems where control logic modes trigger continuousand dynamic changes of the state. For instance, the TCAS alerting system forpreventing midair collision was modeled in [6] using a hybrid automata approach.From our experience, the formal veri�cation task can considerably pro�tfrom standard mathematical analysis when a continuous model, rather than adiscrete one, is used. Indeed, we have used semi-discrete trajectories in a previouse�ort to verify the AILS algorithm [2]. In that e�ort, it was not possible to takeadvantage of many useful properties of elementary calculus to prove the desiredproperties. For example, minimums and maximums of a di�erentiable functioncan easily be obtained by computing the derivative of the function, makingit equal to zero, and solving for time. To �nd minimums and maximums ofa function in a semi-discrete model requires an extraordinary e�ort. Moreover,introducing such a discretization of time and space may complicate the reasoning(it is more complicated, for instance, to reason about oats than about realnumbers, because properties such as associativity of addition do not hold foroats).In this paper, we propose an innovative approach, based on the formalizationof continuous mathematics within a higher-order logic framework, for establish-



ing the correctness of conict detection systems. In this approach, a trajectoryis given by di�erentiable functions in R ! R, which map time into each oneof the components of a state aircraft, e.g., heading, position, bank angle, andground speed. Using standard calculus, geometry, and kinematics, we formallyasses safety properties of conict detection algorithms.In [5], Kuchar and Yang characterize three kinds of trajectory models: nom-inal, worst-case, and probabilistic. In the nominal approach, the future aircraftstate, i.e., position, speed, heading, bank angle, is projected from the currentstate according to physics laws. In the worst-case approach, the future state isprojected by following a policy of extreme values for speci�c state variables. Ina probabilistic model, uncertainties such as weather conditions or extrapolationerrors are taken into account to calculate the most probable aircraft trajecto-ries. In our higher-order logic formalization, we can quantify over all (nominal)trajectories and thus worst-case trajectories are just particular cases of nominaltrajectories.Using our approach, we have been able to prove that the AILS algorithm iscorrect, i.e., (1) there is no possible conict between two aircraft without a prioralarm and (2) the time between an alarm and a potential conict is at least 10seconds. We have also proven that the AILS alerting algorithm is not certain,i.e., an alarm can be issued when no potential conict exists. Although AILSwill be our running example, we believe that the continuous model of aircrafttrajectories we build in this paper is rather general and may be used to proveproperties of other algorithms and concepts.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we presenta model of continuous trajectories, which is the core of the framework for theveri�cation of conict detection algorithms. We study the correctness and cer-tainty properties of the AILS Alerting algorithm in Section 3. The last sectionsummarizes our work and contains concluding remarks. Along this paper, andfor readability reasons, we have used standard mathematics and traditional logicreasoning. Nevertheless, our development has been formally checked in the gen-eral veri�cation system PVS [8]. See [7] for an extended version of this paper.All the PVS theories and proofs are available at http://shemesh.larc.nasa.gov/fm/ftp/ails/.2 Conict Detection Framework2.1 ScopeOur framework consists of three elements:1. a continuous model of aircraft trajectories,2. the concept of intruder and evader aircraft, and3. the correctness and certainty properties.



Aircraft Trajectories At the basis of our conict detection framework is theconcept of aircraft trajectory. A trajectory describes a continuous path in thex-y (horizontal) plane subject to constraints imposed by the aircraft dynamics.1It consists of di�erentiable functions in R ! R, which map time into heading,position, bank angle, and ground speed of the aircraft.We assume two things about the velocity vector of an aircraft. First, anaircraft is moving at constant ground speed v, hence the velocity vector is com-pletely determined by its polar angle � called the heading of the aircraft. Second,the variation of the heading is proportional to the tangent of the bank angle ofthe aircraft. Formally, this can be expressed by the equationsx0(t) = v cos(�(t)) (1)y0(t) = v sin(�(t)) (2)�0(t) = (g=v) tan(�(t)) (3)where x; y; �; � are di�erentiable functions mapping time to location coordinates,heading, and bank angle, respectively. Equations 1 and 2 state that the derivativeof the position functions gives the velocity vector of the aircraft. Equation 3relates the bank angle with the heading of the aircraft. That equation statesthat the rate of direction change of an aircraft is proportional to the tangent ofthe bank angle by a factor of g=v, where g is the gravitational force.The constant ground speed assumption is imposed by the AILS system de-signers. It is justi�ed by the fact that during AILS operations, aircraft are on�nal approach and their velocities are restricted.In addition to the above physical constraints, we impose a maximum bankangle operational constraint for commercial aircraft to be 35o, i.e.,j�(t)j � 35�=180: (4)Henceforth, we use the constant MaxBank = 35�=180.Evader and Intruder Aircraft We assume a pair of aircraft, one labeledevader and the other intruder. In the AILS system, the evader represents anaircraft ying on normal conditions while the intruder represents a blunderingaircraft. The AILS algorithm runs twice on each airplane: the �rst executiontreats the local aircraft as the evader an the foreign aircraft as the intruder; thesecond execution interchanges the roles of intruder and evader aircraft.Multiple aircraft scenarios can be modeled as sequential composition of pair-wise aircraft conict detection algorithms. Notice that, in contrast to conictdetection algorithms, conict resolution algorithms for multiple aircraft systemare usually not compositional as a pair of aircraft could create new conicts inpreviously solved aircraft. Conict resolution, however, is beyond the scope ofthis paper.1 The vertical separation is typically handled separately. This will be studied in futurework.



Equations 1-4 apply to both evader and intruder aircraft. State functionsrepresenting the state of the evader and intruder aircraft are subscripted withlowercase letters e and i, respectively. The AILS system assumes that only oneaircraft is diverting from its intended landing path. This assumption is alsoa system designer assumption. It is based on a probabilistic failure assessment.Hence, an additional restriction is imposed on evader trajectories by constrainingthe bank angle �e(t) = 0. This constraint makes the heading of the evaderconstant and its trajectories straight lines. Without loss of generality, we canchose a coordinate system where the x-axis coincides with the evader trajectorymaking the heading angle of the evader aircraft always 0. Thus, the equationsfor the evader can be rephrased and integratedxe(t) = Xe + vet (5)ye(t) = Ye (6)�e(t) = 0 (7)�e(t) = 0 (8)where Xe and Ye are the coordinates of the initial evader position.Correctness and Certainty Conict detection is based on the ability to pre-dict future aircraft locations for a given lookahead time T > 0. Two aircraft havea (potential) conict at time T , if there exists a trajectory leading to a distancebetween the aircraft less than a given value ConflictRange at time T . Assum-ing that the aircraft have reliable access to accurate data ight information, twokey properties that must be established for a conict detection algorithm are:(1) any future conicts within the lookahead time will be detected, and (2) aconict detection reects a potential conict within the lookahead time. The�rst property is called correctness and the latter one is certainty. Notice thatcorrectness means that conicts will not go undetected and certainty means thatthe algorithm will not detect conicts that do not exist, possibly leading to falsealarms.Since possible conicts that are not detected may lead to mid-air collisions,correctness is a much more critical feature, from a safety point of view, thancertainty. However, false alarms will have negative e�ects both on safety and inthe overall performance of the airspace system [4].Predictions of aircraft trajectories are made to determine if a conict exists ina given lookahead time. Two types of information can be used for prediction: (1)intent information for medium to long lookahead times; and (2) state informationfor short to medium lookahead times. Intent information refers to informationin ight plans, destination, in route way points, etc. State information usesthe airplane heading, speed and location to predict future aircraft states. Inthis paper, we are only concerned with trajectory prediction based on stateinformation.



2.2 Main LemmasWe have modeled the motion of aircraft by di�erentiable functions from R to R.To establish the basic properties of trajectories, we shall need several lemmasthat concern di�erentiable functions, coordinate systems, and objects in motionin general. We present in this section, the main lemmas we have had to proveon such topics.Elementary Di�erential Calculus Like most theorem provers, PVS has littleautomated support for non-linear arithmetic and real analysis. We have extendedthe pre-de�ned theory of real numbers and the theory of di�erential functions de-veloped in [1] with theories dealing with trigonometric and other transcendentalfunctions.Non-e�ective real functions are declared in PVS as uninterpreted functions.Their behavior is given axiomatically. For example, cos and sin are functions fromreals to the real interval [�1 : : : 1] satisfying, among other properties, sin(a)2 +cos(b)2 = 1. In a similar way, p: is a function from non-negative reals to non-negative reals such that pa2 = a for a � 0. From this axiom, we can prove, forinstance, that pa2 = a for a � 0.The concept of di�erentiability and derivative is treated the same way. We usean uninterpreted predicate Differentiable over functions mapping real num-bers to real numbers and an uninterpreted higher-order function D (for deriva-tive) mapping Differentiable functions to functions from real numbers to realnumbers. Typical axioms assert that sin is di�erentiable and that its derivativeis cos. For our proofs, we have managed to avoid the concept of di�erentiabilityover an interval. For instance, the square root function is not assumed to bedi�erentiable, but we have an axiom stating that for all di�erentiable functionsf mapping real numbers to positive real numbers, the function x 7! pf(x) isdi�erentiable. We do not know if this trick is su�cient in general, or if a generaltheory of di�erentiability over an interval is needed in other examples.Another important axiom de�ning the concept of derivative is the followingtheorem of calculus (that can be seen as a consequence of Rolle's theorem).Theorem 1 (monotonic anti deriv).8f; g : R ! R: 8a; b : R: a � b �(8c : R: a � c � b � f 0(c) � g0(c)) �f(b)� f(a) � g(b)� g(a):In the veri�cation process it is sometimes necessary to perform calculationson expressions containing non-e�ective functions such as the trigonometric func-tions. It is tempting to use approximation series to de�ne, for instance, sinand cos. However, mixing approximation series and axiomatic de�nitions oftrigonometric functions may be a source of paradoxes. Say for example thatsin and cos compute approximate values of the real ones. It will be very unlikelythat sin(a)2 + cos(a)2 evaluates to 1 for any value of a. In order to avoid that



kind of inconsistencies, we mix approximations and uninterpreted functions ina very rigorous way. Assume we want to prove that e1[sin(a)]+ � e2[cos(b)]+,where e[s]+ stands for a context expression e containing a distinguished pos-itive occurrence of s. Then, we �nd a computable upper bound of sin(a), saysinub(a), and a computable lower bound of cos(b), say coslb(b). Finally, we provee1[sin(a)]+ � e2[cos(b)]+ as followse1[sin(a)]+ � e1[sinub(a)]+ (9)e1[sinub(a)]+ � e2[coslb(b)]+ (10)e2[coslb(b)]+ � e2[cos(b)]+ (11)Most of the times, Formulas 9 and 11 are simple to discharge. If e1[sin(a)ub]+ ande2[cos(b)lb]+ are computable then we prove Formula 10 by evaluating the expres-sions. Otherwise, we use the same technique to remove other non-computablevalues. Eventually, we will get two expressions that we can evaluate. This tech-nique is so used and simple that we have developed PVS strategies to automatethe work. As for computable de�nitions of sinub; sinlb; cosub; coslb, we have usedpartial approximation by series:sinlb(a) =P4i=1(�1)i�1 a2i�1(2i�1)! sinub(a) =P5i=1(�1)i�1 a2i�1(2i�1)!coslb(a) = 1 +P3i=1(�1)i a2i(2i)! cosub(a) = 1 +P4i=1(�1)i a2i(2i)!and the axiomsAxiom 1 (PI) 3:14 � � � 3:15:Axiom 2 (SIN) 0 � a � � � sinlb(a) � sin(a) � sinub(a):Axiom 3 (COS)��=2 � a � �=2 � coslb(a) � cos(a) � cosub(a):The fact that we have stated many axioms in this section reect the factthat we have focused on developing proofs of properties of our framework foranalysis of conict detection algorithms using well-known results of calculus, noton developing a calculus library. On a longer term research e�ort, these unin-terpreted constants should be replaced by de�nitions and these axioms wouldbecome theorems.Geometry An important technique used in our formal development is to takeas reference a new system of coordinates where the origin is the position of theevader aircraft at a given time T , i.e., (xe(T ); ye(T )), and the x-y plane has



been rotated by �i(0) degrees. We recall that �i(0) is the heading of the intruderaircraft at time 0. The new x̂-ŷ plane, is de�ned as followsx̂(t) = cos(�i(0))[x(t) � xe(T )] + sin(�i(0))[y(t)� ye(T )] (12)ŷ(t) = cos(�i(0))[y(t)� ye(T )]� sin(�i(0))[x(t) � xe(T )] (13)We have formally proven several properties related to changes of coordinatesystems. For instance, lemma isometric states that distances are invariant un-der rotation and translation of the coordinate system.Lemma 1 (isometric).(x1(t)� x2(t))2 + (y1(t)� y2(t))2 = (x̂1(t)� x̂2(t))2 + (ŷ1(t)� ŷ2(t))2:Kinematics Let us now turn to the lemmas that involve moving objects. Theselemmas were needed to prove safety properties of the AILS algorithm, but theyare still rather general and some of them have been reused to prove propertiesover other air tra�c control algorithms.The �rst example concerns the ability to determine whether the straight-linetrajectories of two aircraft are diverging or converging and to �nd the pointof closest separation of the projected trajectories. This amounts to �nding theminimum of the distance between two straight-line trajectories. If the evaderaircraft is assumed to have heading 0 and the intruder aircraft has heading �,then the equations de�ning the projected trajectories arexe(t) = xe(0) + vetye(t) = ye(0)xi(t) = xi(0) + vit cos(�)yi(t) = yi(0) + vit sin(�)and the distance between the projected trajectories at time t, R(t), can be com-puted as follows: �x(t) = xi(t)� xe(t)�y(t) = yi(t)� ye(t)R(t) =q�x(t)2 +�y(t)2 (14)To �nd the minimum of R(t), �rst the derivative of R(t) is computed:R0(t) = �x(t)�0x +�y(t)�0yR(t)



where �0x = vi cos(�)� ve�0y = vi sin(�)We have formally veri�ed that when R0(t + �) = 0, the time � , relative to t, isthe time of closest separation between the aircraft. The solution to this equationis: �(t) = ��x(t)�0x +�y(t)�0y�0x2 +�0y2 (15)It is important to note that � is unde�ned, i.e., denominator is zero, when theaircraft are parallel and the ground speeds are equal.For any time t, if �(t) is negative or zero, the tracks are diverging or parallel,respectively. If �(t) is greater than zero, the tracks are converging and �(t) isthe time of closest separation relative to t. In PVS:Lemma 2 (derivative eq zero min).R(t1 + �(t1)) � R(t1 + t2):Lemma 3 (asymptotic decrease tau).t1 � t2 � �(t) � R(t+ t1) � R(t+ t2):Lemma 4 (asymptotic increase tau).�(t) � t1 � t2 � R(t+ t1) � R(t+ t2):A second example concerns the maximum and minimum distance traveled byan aircraft in a given time whose speed is constant and bank angle bounded. Inparticular, vt is the farthest distance, i.e., via straight line, that can be reachedby an aircraft moving at constant speed v in t seconds. That property is calledYCNGFTYS, which stands for You Cannot Go Faster Than Your Speed, and it hasbeen formally veri�ed in PVS.Theorem 2 (YCNGFTYS).t � 0 � p(x(t) � x(0))2 + (y(t)� y(0))2 � vt:For an aircraft moving at constant speed v and with a constant bank angle�, Figure 1, the distance from the position at time 0 to the position at time t isgiven by the formula m(v; �; t) = 2r(v; �) sin(vt=2r(v; �)) (16)where r(v; �) is the turn radius of the aircraft.
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Fig. 1. Distance Traveled in Curved TrajectoryThe turn radius r(v; �) can be calculated as follows.vt=r(�; v) = (g=v) tan(�)t (From Equation 3)v=r(v; �) = (g=v) tan(�) (Simplifying t).Thus, r(v; �) = v2=(g tan(�)): (17)According to Formula 4, the maximum change of heading per second of anaircraft moving at constant speed v is given by�(v) = (g=v) tan(MaxBank): (18)From Equation 17 and Equation 18:r(v; MaxBank) = v=�(v) (19)and from Equation 16 and Equation 19:m(v; MaxBank; t) = 2r(v; MaxBank) sin(�(v)t=2): (20)When 0 � �(v)t � 2, we have formally veri�ed in PVS that m(v; MaxBank; t)is the minimum distance traveled by an aircraft moving at constant speed v int seconds2. The property is called YCNGSTYS, which stands for You Cannot GoSlower Than Your Speed.2 We conjecture that the property still holds for 0 � �(v)t � 2�; but, we could not�nd a formal proof of this proposition.



Theorem 3 (YCNGSTYS).0 � �(v)t � 2 � m(v; MaxBank; t) �p(x(t) � x(0))2 + (y(t)� y(0))2:According to theorems YCNGFTYS (Theorem 2) and YCNGSTYS (Theorem 3),for an aircraft moving at constant ground speed v, the inner circle of radiusm(v; MaxBank; t) and the outer circle of radius vt, both centered at the currentposition of the aircraft, delimit the area that could be reached by the aircraft attime t.3 Veri�cation of the AILS Alerting AlgorithmThe AILS system is intended to enable independent parallel landings to closelyspaced parallel runways during reduced visibility conditions. An integral part ofthe system is the alerting algorithm which provides a sequence of alarms whenthe aircraft are diverting from their intended landing paths.The original AILS algorithm was written in FORTRAN at Langley ResearchCenter. It has been revised several times and the latest version, own in theBoeing 757 experimental aircraft, was written by Honeywell. Since the AILSalerting system is a multilevel alarm system, it is possible to prove properties ofthe di�erent levels of alarms. The alarm we are most concerned with is the alarmthe evader aircraft should receive when the intruder aircraft is threatening itsairspace. This is the alarm we will be discussing in the remaining of this section.We have speci�ed that algorithm in PVS by a predicate ails alert thattakes the initial measured states of an intruder aircraft and an evader aircraft,and returns true or false depending on whether the alarm is issued or not. Thespeci�cation of the algorithm is the translation of the original FORTRAN codeto a higher-order logic description. The translation was almost one-to-one withthe exception of replacing DO-LOOPS statements with recursive de�nitions.3.1 CorrectnessThe veri�cation of the alerting algorithm consists of showing that for all trajec-tories that could lead to a conict within a given time T , the alerting algorithmwill issue an alarm. We called this property the correctness of the AILS Alert-ing Algorithm. Using the trajectory framework described in previous sectionsand the model of the algorithm, we formulated the properties necessary for theveri�cation.We started the veri�cation process by trying to show correctness for a valueof T equals 19 seconds which is the lookahead time for the algorithm. Soon, wediscovered that the correctness property was not provable for T = 19s. Indeed, acounter example for T = 10:5 seconds was found. The counter example says thatthere exists a trajectory which will bring the two aircraft within 10.5 seconds ofa conict without an alarm being issued. This counter example is in some senseminimal, as we have been able to prove correctness for T � 10 seconds and thetime step between two consecutive calls of the algorithm is 0:5 seconds.



To prove the correctness property for T � 10, it is su�cient to prove that if aconict is going to occur in a time ranging between 9:5s and 10s then an alarmis raised. Note that if a conict is going to occur in less that 9:5s an alarm hasalready been raised3. Hence, we have the following correctness theorem.Theorem 4 (ails correctness).8i; e: 9:5 � T � 10 ^ conflictie(T ) �ails alert(measure2state(i; 0); measure2state(e; 0))where measure2state(a; t) is the state of the aircraft a at time t and the propo-sition conflictie(T ) means that there exists a potential conict between theaircraft at time T .The proof of this theorem uses the notion of state of an aircraft consisting ofits location, heading, and bank angle. The states of the aircraft are part of thegeometrical description of the problem, but also are the data processed by theAILS algorithm. Thus, they constitute the interface between the algorithm andits physical environment. In this paper, we have assumed that these measure-ments are made without error. Although with ADS-B exchange of informationthe errors can be made very small, it should be included in future work.The proof proceeds by proving independently that (1) if a conict is to occurin a time ranging between 9:5s and 10s, then the pair of aircraft is in a certainregion G of the state space; and (2) if it is in this region G, then an alarm isissued. The proof of (1) involves only the geometry and the kinematics of thephysical environment, while the second proof concerns only the speci�cation ofthe algorithm. The region G constitutes the interface between the two proofs, inthe same way as the measured state is the interface between the algorithm andits physical environment.More precisely, the �rst lemma proves that if a conict is to occur, then1. the distance of the initial position of the intruder to the �nal position of theevader ranges between a distance MinDistance and MaxDistance that arethe minimum and the maximum distance the intruder may run in a timeranging between 9:5s and 10s (as determined by theorems 2 and 3),2. the initial heading of the intruder also ranges between two bounds,3. �(0) > 0, i.e., the aircraft are converging at current time.In this last case, we have to prove that that if the aircraft are diverging at currenttime, although the intruder can change heading, it cannot do it su�ciently fastto create a conict. The second lemma proves that the AILS algorithm issuesan alarm if all these conditions hold.It is important to note that what we have shown for 9:5 � T � 10 is a worstcase scenario. In simulations with actively ying airline pilots, it was found thatthe pilot reaction time was in average approximately 2 seconds. Also, accordingto the logic of the AILS alerting system, the intruder aircraft should receive two3 Due to operational constraints, when the AILS system is �rst engaged during a �nalapproach, there is a safe window of at least 9:5 seconds where no conict can occur.



path deviation indications and one tra�c caution indication before the evaderaircraft is alerted.3.2 UncertaintyWe have also proven that although the AILS algorithm is correct, it is not certain,i.e., it may issue false alarms.Theorem 5 (ails uncertainty).9si; se : State: 8i; e: 0 < T � 10si = measure2state(i; 0) ^ se = measure2state(e; 0) �ails alert(si; se) ^ :conflictie(T ):To prove this theorem, we simply �nd states of intruder and evader aircraft thatissue an alarm, but where the aircraft cannot conict within 10 seconds.4 ConclusionIn this paper, we have presented the foundation for a new approach to verify-ing the safety of conict detection algorithms that may one day be deployed inthe national airspace. Such algorithms are an enabling technology for free ight,where pilots are allowed to y their own preferred trajectories. The introduc-tion of these algorithms in a free-ight context raises signi�cant safety issues.Historically the trajectories of aircraft have been managed by ground controllersthrough use of aircraft position data obtained from radar. Under this approach,the primary responsibility for maintaining aircraft separation has been borne bythe air tra�c controller. But under a free-ight approach, much of the responsi-bility for maintaining separation will be transferred to the pilots and the softwarewhich provides them aircraft positions, i.e., via Cockpit Display of Tra�c Infor-mation (CDTI), and warnings of potential conicts. We believe that currentmethods for gaining assurance about the safety of ground-based decision-aidsoftware are inadequate for many of the software systems that will be deployedin the future in support of free ight. The current approach is based upon human-factors experimentation using high �delity simulations. In the current approach,where the responsibility for safety resides in the human controller, this is clearlythe right approach. The primary question to be answered is whether the soft-ware provides the controllers with useful information that aids them in theirdecision making. But as software takes on more and more of the responsibilityfor generating aircraft trajectories and detecting potential conicts and perhapseven producing (and executing?) the evasive maneuvers, we will need additionaltools to guarantee safety. It is our view that it is essential that the correctnessof the algorithm be established for all possible situations. Simulation and testingcannot accomplish this. Although simulation and controlled experimentation areclearly necessary, they are not su�cient to guarantee safety. This can only bedone by analytical means, i.e., formal veri�cation. We should also note that it



will also be necessary to demonstrate that the implementation of these algo-rithms in software is correct. This re�nement veri�cation, in our view, must alsobe accomplished using formal methods. We hope to explore this issue with ourcolleagues in future work.The trajectory model used in this paper is the result of investigating di�erentapproaches. Earlier work looked at more discrete versions with the expectationthat this would lead to a more tractable veri�cation task. Unfortunately thediscretization of the trajectories led to signi�cant (and accumulating) modelingerror that led to erroneous conclusions. In the end, we have settled on model-ing trajectories as di�erentiable functions over real numbers. These trajectoriesare constrained by the dynamics of an aircraft. These constraints enable one toestablish high level properties that delineate when a conict is possible. In thispaper we have developed a formal theory about trajectories that can serve asthe basis for the formal analysis of conict detection and resolution (CD&R)algorithms. There are several limitations to this formal theory that will be ad-dressed in future work. These include: (1) the theory only deals with 2 aircraft,(2) the vertical dimension is not modeled, and (3) aircraft data measurementerrors are not modeled.Because the trajectories of the aircraft are modeled by di�erentiable func-tions over real numbers and the discrete algorithms are periodically executed ona digital computer, this problem domain falls into the domain of hybrid mod-els. The hybrid nature of this domain makes the veri�cation problem especiallydi�cult. Automatic methods such as model checking cannot directly handle thecontinuous trajectories, i.e., in�nite state space, and discretization leads to un-acceptable errors. We are forced to reason about such systems in the context of afully general theorem prover designed to handle a rich logic such as higher-orderlogic, type theory, or ZFC set theory. We have used the PVS theorem prover inour work and found this tool to be su�cient to handle this problem domain, butour work was often impeded by PVS's baroque method for dealing with non-linear arithmetic. Although PVS provides a suite of decision procedures thatautomate much of the tedium of theorem prover, in this arena, one must wrestlewith the prover in order to make progress. Adding capability for reasoning aboutformulas containing non-linear arithmetic in theorem provers is a current areaof research.Future work will concentrate on applying this modeling framework to spe-ci�c CD&R algorithms and perhaps to self-spacing and merging algorithmsdesigned to increase capacity in the terminal area. We would also like to de-velop formal methods for analyzing conict resolution schemes and the safety ofalgorithmically-generated evasive maneuvers [3]. The CD&R methods must begeneralized to cover sets of aircraft constrained by formally speci�ed notions ofaircraft density (static or dynamic). We would also like to generalize the methodsto encompass measurement error and data errors. This is a necessary step towarddeveloping formal methods useful for the design and implementation phases ofrealistic avionics.
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